I. Introduction
The expression for the pressure ratio of a steady cone at zero incidence was derived by Ghosh [1] with the bow shock attached. For an oscillating cone, we consider the similitudinal slab, orthogonal to the mean position of the oscillating cone surface, at a distance of x 1 from the apex. The cone is non-slender. It oscillates in pitch with small amplitude and small frequency. Thus the flow can be assumed quasi-steady and quasiaxisymmetric. As the cone moves with a Mach number of M∞, into the slab, the Mach number of the equivalent piston is M p . Ghosh's [1] large deflection similitude giving the pressure ratio expression, is valid for a quasicone provided the Mach number behind the shock M 2 ≥ 2.5. This constraint is necessary wherever there are Mach waves in the flow. Therefore, it is needed for the validity of Ghosh's similitude in the case of an oscillating cone too.
Ghosh [1] has derived a similarity and two resulting similititudinal parameters oscillating delta wings at high angle of incidence with shock wave being attached. This similitude given by Ghosh is been extended by Crasta and Khan to hypersonic/ supersonic flows for a plane surface wedge ( [2] , [7] , [8] ]) and Non planar wedge ( [9] , [10] , [11] ) The stableness derivatives in roll and pitch of a delta wing whose leading edge is straight [5] and ( [13] , [16] ) and leading edges curved for supersonic flows ( [13] , [16] ), and hypersonic flows ( [13] , [14] , [15] ,, [17] , [4] , [6] ) have been obtained by Crasta and Khan. In the present paper an attempt is made to calculate pressure and its derivative with Piston Mach number and the outcomes of pressure ratio versus Mach number and incidence angle are obtained.
II. Analysis
The expression for the pressure ratio of a steady cone at zero incidence (Ghosh 1984) , provided the bow shock is attached, is:
Where the density ratio is:
And M po is the piston Mach number of the equivalent piston, operating in a conico-annular space, P bo is the pressure on the body (cone) surface at zero incidences. Where Ɵ c is the cone semi-vertex angle. Now:
Where:
In this problem of an oscillating cone, Let α be the pitch angle at any instant, and q be the rate of pitch (positive nose up). Therefore, the "local" piston Mach number at A is :
Let B be a point in a cross-sectional plane in the same axial location x. if is the azimuthal angle subtended at the centre, by an infinitesimal area element at B, then :
Since α<<1:
The aerodynamic pitching derivatives are defined in the limit α and q tending to zero. We note that:
For an oscillating cone the flow is not axisymmetric, and the pressure and density very near the body surface, are functions of x and . The pressure and density at any point B, can be assumed to be functions of the instantaneous "local" piston March number, M pB , since the flow is considered quasi-steady and quasiaxisymmetric. The density ratio which obtains at any point B will be termed the "local" density ratio. If ∈ 1 is the local density ratio, then Eq. (1) and the afore -mentioned assumption give the local pressure P b as:
In the limit α, q → 0, substituting from Eq. (7):
And:
Differentiating Eq. (8) with respect to M pB , we get:
Where ∈ a function of K as is can be seen from Eq. (12) In the above equation (13), the subscript B has been dropped for convenience, since B is an arbitrarily chosen point on the cross-section.
Various graphs have been plotted and the results are discussed. Fig. 1 indicates that at lowest Mach number M = 5, the nondimensional surface pressure variation with the semi-vertex angle shows non-linearity due to its dependency with Mach number at lower inertia level. The strength of the shock wave at the cone surface, boundary layer growth and entropy layer all will affect the flow. It is also seen that for the non-linearity starts creeping in once the semi-vertex angle is 15 degree and above, due to the increase in the cone angle the flow will experience more relief and hence flow will expand more freely. This may be the reason that the flow behaviour is distinct for Mach number M = 5, as compared to the other Mach numbers. Fig.2 that for semi vertex angle of 5 degrees of the oscillating cone there is no much variation in the values of the pressure ratio. The physical reasons for this trend could be as the cone angle is small the shock wave angle will be very small, and under these circumstances the shock wave will be very closed to the surface of the cone and this will result in a single powerful shock for the entire length of the cone. When we consider the results for higher Mach numbers the trends are different when for Mach 20, and 25 as they need special treatment as at these Mach number knudson number also becomes dynamic similarity parameter and needs to be accounted, further, it is also needed to consider the effects of the low air density. Further, it is to be kept in mind that at high Mach number the air which is a non-reacting flow becomes reacting flow and the concept of continuum flow fails and to analyse the flow we need to study the flow at the molecular level that means we need to study at the microscopic level rather than at macroscopic level. 
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IV. Conclusion
From the above discussions we may draw the following conclusions:  The non-dimensional surface pressure distribution on the cone remain linear for lower angle of incidence and Mach number, however, for higher Mach numbers non-linearity creeps in.  For higher Mach number due to viscous-inviscid interaction the flow behaves differently.  There will be interaction between the boundary layer and entropy layer this makes flow very complicated.  At large Mach numbers the aerodynamic heating will be a serious concern.  At high angle theta and low Mach number shock wave will be detached.  The surface pressure derivative with Mach number on the cone exhibits linear behaviour for lower Mach number and angle theta and non-linearity for large Mach number and angle theta.
